
Reading Group Guide

This free guide to The Broken Road by Lindsay Stanberry-Flynn
is available for reading groups. The guide contains background 
to the book and discussion topics.

About the author
Lindsay Stanberry-Flynn was born in London and studied in Liverpool, 
before becoming a lecturer in English. She wrote her first stories as a child. 
After leaving full-time teaching, she took an MA in creative writing at 
Bath Spa University. The Broken Road is Lindsay Stanberry-Flynn's third 
novel.  Unravelling was  published  on  2010,  and  came  second  in  The 
Rubery  Book  Award in  2011 and  won the  Wishing  Shelf  Independent 
Book Award. The Piano Player's Son was published by Cinnamon Press in 
2013, after winning their novel writing award. Lindsay also writes short 
stories and flash fiction, which have been published in various anthologies. 
She  has  an  MA  in  creative  writing  from  Bath  Spa  University,  and 
combines writing with her work as a creative writing tutor.

Background to The Broken Road
The Broken Road returns to some of the themes explored in The Piano Player's Son –  
family  dynamics  and  conflicts,  together  with  sibling  rivalry.  It  also  considers  the 
impact the past has on the present, particularly the way traumatic events that have been 
either suppressed or kept secret continue to erode equanimity of the present.

I  also  wanted  to  explore  the  potential  conflict  between  personal  ambition  and 
family duty/responsibility. In today's culture we're encouraged to think we can achieve 
our dreams as long as we work hard enough. But what about if that brings us into 
direct conflict with family expectations? Do we follow our own dreams regardless of 
who we might hurt in the long run?

The Broken Road examines the effect on the father/son relationship when the son, 
Ollie, refuses to take on the hotel which has been in the family for generations. Ollie 
has only ever wanted to be an artist, something his father is dismissive of. Can family 
relationships survive the weight of such conflict?



Ideas for discussion
1. One of the reviewers on Amazon commented on the novel's flawed (but oh so 

human) characters. Ollie and Louise are both flawed. Which of them do you have 
more sympathy for and why? What helps you to empathise with flawed characters 
in novels?

2. Tolstoy said: 'Happy families are all alike; every unhappy family is unhappy in its 
own way.' What are the causes of the unhappiness in Ollie's birth family? To what 
extent can he be held responsible for their unhappiness.

3. Do you think Ollie's father was justified in demanding Ollie take on the family 
hotel? How far would you agree that you should sacrifice your own ambitions for 
the sake of family expectations?

4. In what ways does Ollie change during the course of the novel?

5. Do you find the relationship between Ollie and his daughter Flo convincing? To 
what extent is Ollie a good father?

6. Do you think Louise makes a good job of running the hotel? In what ways could 
she have dealt differently with Maeve?

7. Whose point of view is more compelling – Ollie or Louise's?  Which of the two 
stories involved you more?

8. Do you feel any sympathy for Louise when she keeps secret from Matt the truth 
about her involvement with the hotel? 

9. Which of the male characters  (other than Ollie),  Tom the father,  Matt,  Seb or 
Eugene do you find most interesting and why?

10. Do you think Jess is justified in her rejection of Ollie? 

11. Are you convinced by Louise's relationship with Seb?

12. Did you feel satisfied by the ending?

13. How important do you think a sense of place is to the novel? Which of the three  
main settings – London, Plymouth, Venice – came to life most effectively?

14. Do you find Angel a believable, convincing character? 

15. There are a number of parent/child relationships in the novel. Which one did you 
find the most satisfactory, and which the least?

The Broken Road is published by Ravelling Books, ISBN 9780993418204, 
and is available from Amazon and to order from bookshops and libraries.

You can email comments to
info@lindsaystanberryflynn.co.uk 
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